
 
 
 
What to Wear & Bring to your Photo Session 

 
casual & comfortable 
 
If you feel uncomfortable in what you are wearing, it tends to show in the 
photos.  
 
If you don’t normally wear little dresses and high heels – it’s probably not a 
good idea to wear them on the day of your portrait session. Jeans are always 
a good option!  
 
I often start off with no shoes for my sessions so keep in mind what socks 
everyone is wearing, if all else fails we can just take them off as bare feet are 
great especially for kids. Women are often self conscious about their arms so 
consider wearing long, or three quarter sleeves if this is you. 

 
plain is best 
 
Clothing should complement, not dominate the portrait. 
Try to avoid any logos, bold patterns or pictures. Block 
colours are always good, as are tone on tone colours (ie 
different shades of the same colours). Dark to medium 
tones are usually good particularly navy and dark grey. 
Be careful with black as it can be draining and some 
black fabrics also show up every bit of fluff in photos! 
 
Bright and vibrant colour clothing for children is fun and 
adds that extra “pop” (plus converts well to black and 
white). We want your child's face to stand out, so try to 
avoid big pictures or logos. Stripes or pretty patterns are 
fine - as long as they don't take away from the face.  
 
Clothing for sibling shots, like those for group shots, 
should be complementary but far from "matching 
uniform". For a boy / girl sibling duo, you might choose a pattern dress / skirt for the girl, with the boy 
in a block colour pulled from that pattern. Mixing it up a bit creates a pleasing overall combination.  
Put clothes for the whole family in outfits out on the bed to make sure everyone coordinates nicely 
together.  

 
 
please don’t wear matching uniforms 
 
Having everyone in the same colour is not advised – in 
fact please do not all wear the same colour! Colour 
coordinating in a “non-matching uniform” way is best, 
and at the end of this guide, I have provided some 
what to wear ideas based on colour schemes. In 
general, if everyone is in the same tone, this works 
well. 

 
 

 
ensure your wall hangings will work in your home 
 
Are you planning to order a large print to put on your wall? Can you find clothing you can wear on the 
day of your photography session that would complement your home or room’s colour scheme? 



layers, layers, layers 

 
Layered clothing works really well. Not only do layers bring depth and texture 
to your images, it is also the easiest way for everyone to get varied looks from 
your photo shoot. Add layers through cardis over tops, wraps, scarves, vests 
over t-shirts, leggings unders skirts. The options are endless! 

 
accessorise! 
 
Add splashes of colour and personality by bringing 
or wearing hats, scarves and wraps, necklaces, 

boots, umbrellas – whatever you love, anything that is unique to you, your 
family, your children. 

 
bring props & add some fun 
 
Make your session a little bit different and unique by incorporating 
something into your session like a prop or a favourite toy. Some of my 
favourite sessions have used simple props like a paper aeroplane or a 
lollipop to create absolutely beautiful images. Please note, it is important 
that if we are using bubbles or toys as props that we use them at the end as 
an add on to the shoot, otherwise there could be tears if we try to get photos 
without the props in the shot! 

 
please avoid “block” white 
 
White is gorgeous against light backdrops – for nudie babies in a white room, or against stonework or 
the beach in the early morning light for example. Or a single child can wear white as all the focus is on 
them. 
 
For groups, if there is one person wearing white, all the focus tends to go on that person instead of 
being balanced. Tone down whites with creams, greys and pastels or wear them with layers if you 
want to wear white. 

 
remember the details! 
 
Take that hairband off your wrist, make sure yours (and your partners) 
nails are clean, wear a top that you can’t see the bra strap - these are 
things that you will notice later and wish you’d thought of!  
 

Of course, everything here is just a guide to help you get the most from 
your session.  
 
The main thing is that you feel gorgeous and comfortable and it will show 
in whatever you are wearing!  
 

 
 

 
 

My big tip... 
Mum chooses her favourite top or outfit,  

then picks colours and tones from  
that for the rest of the family…  

 
This ensures everyone looks & feels great! 
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colour palette inspiration 

    

   

           

                                                                                                                 

          

 

  


